ClearTransformation is the quickest and most reliable
way to switch your IT from a liability into a competitive
threat. We’ve learned from our extensive and often painful
experience, transforming the world’s largest firms. This
means we deliver real, effective change to your IT
potential, organisation, processes and tools…and don’t
keep you waiting months for the benefits!
Do you need to prioritise and fix service problems, prepare your business for digital
success, or implement top DevOps and Continuous Delivery models? Whatever your
transformation needs, ClearTransformation will fulfil them in a focused, iterative way
for quicker results.

What is the secret? ClearTransformation focuses on your operating model:
•
•
•
•
•
•

People
Controls and governance
Process and data
Organisation
Technology
Finance

ClearTransformation combines forward-thinking industry practices to meet your specific needs.

Create the right outcomes

We understand how to run a programme to transform your business while reducing risks and costs as we discover,
design and implement your solution. With five centuries of combined experience on the team, we swiftly identify
barriers including people, culture and processes.You cannot wait 6-18 months for results, so we use “micro-edits” to
deliver changes in an agile framework.

Deliver effective service models

We set up simple service frameworks that can still give your stakeholders different services. We implement strong
governance and service lifecycle changes that will be the foundation for your future business and technology investments.
And where others force in off-the-shelf templates, we fit the outcome to your specific situation.

Transform your operating model

Technological change cannot succeed unless culture and organisational roles change too. Using our expertise in the latest
industry standards and what actually works, we know exactly when and where to apply the right insights.

Apply automation

Applying intelligent automation is not simply installing tools: it means defining the most effective tools and products for
you now and in the future. We understand exactly how automation can be used within your services for rapid results and
sustainable benefits.

Manage Risk

Data, IT security and compliance standards and requirements are complex beasts. We tame them to ensure your
transformation complies with critical constraints, but stays fast and agile. We understand multi-tiered risk environments
where it is critical to build transparent, risk-averse IT solutions from the start. We take a broad view of all hazards
throughout; this is the most effective way to align IT capabilities with new business needs, while balancing cost and risk.

The pressure on your business to adapt has never been greater.
Contact us to make your IT a competitive threat.

